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AHSTkACT
The perception hit-, been that the equatorial ,jets observed m Jupiter and
Saturn cannot be unde r 4tood in the frame-cork A a zonally y vntme' ric cli-vula-
Lion; that soma kind of eddy procer:s edtttv9lent to upgradient d ffusion Att-
negative viscosity is required to accelerate the motions. We it rive a[ a
different conclusion hhen we examine this prohlem with spectral models
describing a viscous lutd. Near the equator where the Corioli • force
vanishes, the momer.ttmt h.ilnnce is established betwo—on horizontal and vertical
diffusion, which, a pt tort, does not tmnose constraints on the t'lreetion or
m+tgnitude of the onAl winds. Sol. tt rai-iAti on absorbed at low l y titudes is a
mit ,jor force in driving l.trge scale muctons with air rising, nenr the equator
and falling at high Lt[ltudes. 	 In the upper leg of the taeridtot tl cell,
Angular momentum is rt ti^trtbuted so that the atmosphere tends t o subrotate
(or corotate) at low l.ititudes And superrotate at high latitude--	 In the
lower leg, however, tho process is reversed and produces a tendcncv for the
equatorial region to r:tiperrotate. The outcome depends on the energy budget
Which 1-i closely coupi 'd to the moment urt budget through the t her :na 1 wt nit
equation; a pressure (t.emperature) mixtmum Is required to sustain equatorial
superrotatton. Stichcondition arises III
	
which are convectively
unstable and the term !rature lapse rate is superadtabatic. It .hould Arise
in the tropospheres of Jupiter and SAt:tru; planetary energy from the interior
is carried to higher altitudes where radiation to s luice becomes important.
Upward equatorial motlins in the direct and indirect circulations (Ferrel-
Thomson type) imposed by insolatton can then "trap" dynAmic energy for
equatorial heattag to -iustitin the superrotatton of the equ.itort,at region.	 1XIc
to vertical momenttun diffuston and convection the dynnmte signatures from the
troposphere and lower stratosphere are "mixed" and produce a complex
'^ 	 1
interference patter ► in the tonal circulation near the trollopaus, . We
attrihute the large differences between the circulations on Jupiter and Saturn
to differences in size, gravitational accelerat ion, temperature, irddy
diffusivity, and tropospheric stability.
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric supertotation is observed oil 	 every pl. net in our
solar system (e.g. Kin;;-Hole, 1964; Conrnth et a 1. , 1973; Smith - t a 1. ,
1979a,h; Alexander, 191,2; Schubert et al., 14811).	 In each case, the planet's
rotation axis is nearly perpendicular to the orbital plane around the Sun, the
equatorial region is heated preferentially and its pressure decreasts toward
higher latitudes. App' yIng t 1, _ concepts of geostrophic and cyclostrophIc
equilthria, reasonably small latitudinal pressure gradients (order of
1 3,
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0.3) can Accou-t for ;'	 wlOa rai;go of superrotation rdt.rs that are
observed. On the hasi of this evidetitce, we are led to beliave -hit thermal
forcing (e.g. Lorenz, 1961; Leovv, 1913; Gierasch, 19750 is a ma for it : not the
prime candidate for dr. vi iig atmospheric super rut at ion.
In an earlier pap, r (Mayr and Harris, 1981 ) we had considered the
angular momentum budget of a thermally driven zonally symmetric circulation
and provided, an elemen .p ry description of the processes lending 1u and
maintaining the rigid hell component of superrotatton. It was shown th,it
depending on the trans,ort properties, an atmosphere can go through two
different modes. For arge viscosity it behaves almost like rd, s.,lid body,
frictionally coupled t the planet. The angular momentum for su l lerrotation Is
then "derived" from th decrease in the moment of inertia due to mass
redistribution by the ierldtonal circulAtion; during the "spin up time" the
atmosphere transiere a tgul<ar wrentitm to the planet. For lower and more
realistic values of viscosity there is an important additional degree of
freedom in the vertica' momentum di^trthution. MRs g can more freely return
from the poles in the lower leg of the mertdtonal cell and the c'iange in the
moment of inertia is not as large. This return flow together with the
increased tendenc y toward geostrophy causes subrotstion in the lower regions-
3	 s^
of the ,atmosphere during the initial phase of the spin up process:.. Through
viscous shear the planet applies a torque to the atmosphere which propagates
upwards and in time sup p lies the angular momentum for large siaperrotation.
Thus in steady state, wider thermal forcing, a rigid shell compon.2nt of
superrotation eventually prevails at all altitudes.
A lorgstanding and remaining problem is differential rotation. Out-
standing examples are the banded wind fields and the very large wcl; defined
equatorial jets on Jupiter (e.g. Smith et al., 1979a,b) and Saturn (Smith et
al., 1981) which are not understood.
The general perception is that equatorial su,)-rrotdtion cannot develop in
a thermally driven zonally symmetric circulation ke.g., Hide, 1969, 1971;
Gierasch, 1975; Held anA Hou, 1980). Large scale eddy processes -are therefore
invoked to explain the )bservations. For Jupiter it is estimated (Ingersoll,
19,1) that eddies rangilig in size from 100 to 1000 km contain enough energy to
accelerate the prevaili ag zonal circulation within a short period of one
month, riving credence '_o the notion that, somehow, 'order comes out of
chaos."
We suggest in this paper, contrary to current t heory, that the equatorial
.je'_s on Jupiter and Sat irn can be understood in the framework of .i thermally
driven zonally symmetric circulation. First, an empirical model is presented
for Jupiter's zonal wish field observed by the Voyager spacecraft. The power
spectrum in terms of vector spherical harmonics conveys a very simple and
beautiful order, in which momentum can be perceived to cascade from lower to
higher order mode s.. Second, the theorem of equatorial guhrotation (e.g.,
Hide, 1969; field and Hol i , 1980) is critically examined and an alternative
interpretation is presented. Near the eciiaator where the Coriolis force
vanishes, the momentum balance is established between horizontal and vertical
M:
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diffusion, which, a pitort, does not impose constraints on the d rection or
magnitude of the zonal winds. Thus, the problem is reduced to e%:plain how
momentum and energy ar,• transported into the equatorial region? Third, a
spectral model and the concept of made coupling are introduced t. describe the
direct and indirect circulations driven by the absorption of solar radiation
F_	 at low latitudes. Fourth, the momentum and energy budgets are qualitatively
discussed for the merit!ional circulation driven by solar dl fferei,tial
heating. Relative to the rigid shell component of superrotation which
receives most of its angular momentum from the planet during spin up, angular
momentum is redistributed in the upper leg of the meridion. ► 1 cel l so that the
atmosphere tends to suhrotate or corotate at low latitudes and s , ► perrotate at
high latitudes. In the lower leg, however, the process is rever•.ed and a
tendency for the equat-)rtal region to superrotate is produced. ';hether this
actuall1i occurs depends crucially on the energy budget which is closely
coupled to the momentum budget through the thermal wind equation, a pressure
(temperature) maximum is required to sustain equatorial superrotition. The
necessary condition for this should Arise in the tropospheres of Jupiter and
Saturn, where small sale convection must transport energy from the interior
upwards, and therefor • the temperature lapse rate should be superadiahatic.
Upward equatorial motions in the direct and Indirect circulation; (of the
Ferrel—Thomson type), induced by insolation, can t hen "trap" or "focus"
dynamic energy for equatorial heating which is required to sustain equatorial
superrotatton. Fifth, using parameterizations in terms of Newtontan cooling
and Raleigh friction, simple analytical solutions for the spectr.11 model are
presented which elucidk, te some ha-sic properties of the zonal circulation in
different regimes of the atmosphere and under different planetar y conditions.
Sixth, allowing for molecular and eddy transport processes, tnclnding vertical
.-.
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and horizontal momentum diffusion in the meridional and zonal force balances,
a numerical solution Is presented -.1-itch describes equatorial sup^rrotation in
a zonally symmetr': circulation driven by solar differential hea tng. Angular
momentun is thereby allowed to cascade from lower order anodes wh. re most of
the energy is absorbed to higher order modes. The integration i carried out
from the lower troposphere (25 bar pressure) up into the exosphere.
OBSERVATIONS
Spectral analyses of the zonal wind field on Jupiter observed by the
Voyager Spacecraft (G. Runt, private communication) are shown in Figure 1.
They are based on empirical representations of the data in terms of vector
spherical harmonic: which also serve as basis functions for our heoretical
model (Mayr and itirris, 1981).	 The :amplitude-: in the lowe. part of Figure 1
are the equatorial val es of the solenoidal harmonics ^ 1-1 (Morse and
Feschbach, 1953). Pos :ive and negative values contribute to su,errotatton
and suhrotation at the egraator respectively. In the upper part 4 Figure 1
analytical representat on, of the Voyager I data from both hemis, ,heres are
presented for synthese up to order L-12 and 34. Included are o , rly the
harmonics which are symmetrical with respect to the equator (even wave
number R).
Tile fundamental h. rmonic (R-2) or , he rigid shell component of super-
rotation dominates. F1,gher order modes, 04, are at least a fac or of two
smaller aril are apparently in a separate class of their ow , r. Af- er the abrupt
decrease between 4-2 aid >Z-4 the amplitudes decrease gradually a•rd monoton-
ically toward higher wive numbers. Near 9-19 the sign changes, end the
spectrum up to Z-30 contributes to equatorial subrotation. We note that the
spectra for the Voyager I and 1I observations are nearly ideat lc - 1.
IL --ftwoloodibmim
Anticipating the 1,heoretical r-^sults discussed later ors we )ffer the
following interpretati^in. The rigt,l shell component of superrot +tarn (t-2) is
primarily driven by di rferencial he: ► tlnt; from solar radiat [on wl	 most of
the energy is deposite,l in the lowest order harmonics (e.g., Vol iand And Ktyr,
!972a). We refer to t , as "direct o1rculatlun". Tha^ component receives m('-;t
of its angular momentun from the planet or the planetary interior during spin
up (Mayr and Harris, 1x81 ). In contrast, the solar input into --he higher
order modes is relativ ly small and "direct forcing" iR probably not
important. This part if the circuLatiun spectrum is excited by nude coupling
in which momentum (and energy), originating primarily in the solar driven
rigid shell component )f superrotatlon, cascade from lower to h! ;her order
modes. We refer to it is "lndirer'_ circulation".
Fur vector spherl •al harmonics, the Coriolis force induces node coupl[n;;
the range of momentum ransfer in R space being proportional to the pl.netary
rotation rate. By com,+ar+son with the global scale circulation on Venus, a 	 !
slowly rotating planet, the zonal v-^loclty fields on Jupiter and Saturn are
therefore confined int narrow latitude bands. From the synthesis in Figure I
one can see that the 1 -wer order harmonics (L-12) primarily contribute to tie
equatorial jet, suppor ing our interpretation that solar r,adiatixt absorbed In
the lowest order harm( lies is drivi+ • g these motions. We attribute equatorial
superrotation to momen urn advection In the lower leg of the meriltonal cell
and energy convection Lnto the region .,elow the cloud top, where, presumably.
the temperature Lapse rate is super.idiabatic.	 The negative (equatorial)
velocities in the power spectrtun around ?-22 are largely responsible for the
positive jet near 25 0 latitude. We believe that this feature is the signature
of poleward momentum .+nd energy transport In the tipper leg of the meridional
cell. The effect is not (or to a Minh lesser extent) seen on Saturn (Smith et
7
gal., 1981), indicating .hat the clou-{s form at a lower altitude c ep inside
the (unwtahle) convecti^m region, consistent with the ?ewer temperatures
observed on this planet (Hanel et al. 1981).
DIFFUSIOt•	 LARGh SCt I.F, CIRCULATIOV
As:iuming JU « lu, nri , the conservation cif angular momentum .rith respect
to the planetary rotati on ax! s can be expressed as
n
^ - J* 
11 ) - 2r mr [ 2rM + AH1 + ( F e )	 (1)
whe re
(U, V, W), wind vector with zonal, meridional an \-!rtical
components
^Mo	 Wl,r 2 p
o 
co- '0, "planetary" angular momentum of the at mosphere
am	 UrpocosO. atmospheric angular momentum
FO	 - 
nmpo 
22 2 (TC089). momentum diffusion (viscous flow) due tr29
mertdional shear
p o , global averaY ;a of mass dentiity,
H, den!3lty scale height,
M, mass
rn r , riot viscosity coefficients in the vertical or horizontal direction:,
wp , planetary an . ;ular velocity
r, radial di.stan, e . rom the center of the pl .net
0 latitude
1- rc,m the cont t auit y of ,m.-;s flow, ^ .(*V" 0 )  • G, the left hand side of (i )
reduces to ^. (VM0 ) - 2 'j p rVp 0 siviOcosO which vanLshes at the equal oc.
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Following field and Hou (1980), the assunption is mild- that F 0 - 0. Since
U-0 a r the planetary 4urface and ar - 0 at the top rf the atmos phere, it
follows that
U (r) - u (equ tor)
	
(2)
a^ all altitudes.
A parcel of air noving in a R-dley cell from the equ-itor t iwni : the pole
is accelerated under conservation of angular momentum giving rise to super-
rotation. Nowhere along the trajectory can the total angular .m )mentum,
P'T a M 
:J 
+ AM, exceed the planetar y angular momentum at the equator (Eq. 2).
This is an upper limit considering visc ,.)tts ctssipation, and it follows
w rsin'
P
U	 coso -	 (3)
Eq uation (3) is due to Hide (1969) and expresses a fundamental '_heorem cf
atmosphere dynamics. Consiacring the constraint (Eqs. 2 ind 3) on the zonally
Symmetric circulation, Hide ( 1969), Held an,' flou ( 1980), '.ngers )ll et al.
(1919) and others con. • luded that eddy proce-:ties, equivalent to ► pgradient
diffusion with negati:c horizontal viscosity, must provide the ingulir
momentum for the equatorial accelerations on Jupiter and Skiturn.
We question here the general validity of Hide's theorem (Fl. 3). By
neglecting horizontal momentum diffusion (F, ,
 - 0) in (1), only the Coriolis
force remains to halance vertical diffusion, and that balar:ce breaks down near
the equator, producing; the trivial result that the atmosphere ntst c-)rotate
(2). But given the physical reality of tiorizontal diffusion, all that can he
said about the equator is that horizontal influx or outflux of oomentum must
be balanced by vertical outflux or influx of momentu,n, respectively. A
priori, under !his force balance, there is no constraint on the direction or
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7utgnittide of the zonal wind velocity; the atnosphere is pormitt •d etthe.r to
:uhrotate o. supe rrot, ► te at the equator. A good example 1s the observed wind
field on Jupi!er (Fig ► re 2). At latitudes below about 7 0 , angu'ar Momentum is
diffr►.ing downgradtent toward the equator where it can he carried through
vertical shears to lower and or higher altitude q . This being true, the
question reduces to how .regular monentum is transported into or out of the
"equatorial region" (Figure 2)4
We assume that solar radiation preferentially absorbed at low latitudes
supplies the energy f r the thermally driven mi-ridionai circularton with air
rising near the equator and falitng at higher latitudes. Undcr conservation
of mass, more planetary .tngular moment ►Ln is carrtcd upward by v -rtical motions
at low latitudes than is descending at high latitude q . Teti:; gl Omit inhalance
Is conpen gated by dow-iw.ard diffusion or visc ,)us flow (e.g., Leone, 1973;
Gera • ch, 1975) which requires the atmo-iphero to assume a global average cr
rtgid shell component of stiperrotat ton all the way down to the surfRce !Figure
3).	 the angular -nomt-itum is supplied prima rt ly from the lanet during -;pin
up. Given that basic component, the question is what are the c u{tacteristics
of differential rutatior related to differential (equatorial) heating.'
MoMFNTUM AND FINFR -Y B \LANCE
In answering the,e questions we present first an idealized and heuristic
interpretation of egt ►tttorial strperrotation. At altitudes above the center of
the meridionnl circulrtton, where the heat input per m.hs is relativiely
large, angular moment- ►(► is effectively adverted poieward, tr xcep' in tit,-
of
	
region" where the mert(Itonal winds and the Coriolis force go to
zero and the hurtzrnt tl aomentum rrir.ep^irt -nest be carried by hirlrontal
diffug ton. This caust-s the atmospherte rot,itton rate, n-lative to the rigid
e+he'1 component of superrotation, to decrease (minus) at low latitudes and
10
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increase (plu,) at high latitudes (Figure 4). The equatorial r gion therefore
tends to corotate or ►:ubrotate, consistent with Hide's thcarem Eq. 3). Below
the cent_r of the mertdion.al circulation the process is reverse . Angular
momer • um is advected from high to low latitudes so that, relati a to the rigid
shell component of s ►► ; lerrotation, he rotation rate tends to de rease at high
latitudes and increase at low latitudes (Figure 4). Again, in the vicinity of
the equator, it is understood that the momert:um tran&p;,:t is ta i en over by
l ►ortzontal diffusion.
However, this pl o ture is not unique as demonstrated in the upper part of
Figure 5. Three different velocity distributions are Shown Mrhl- h can balance.
through vertical dlffiision, the morontum adv-rction into and out of tine
equatorial region in the upper and lower leg-, of the meridl-)Mal cell. At the
planetary surface or leer Inside the atmosphere the velocity is assumed to he
zero. For case (b) Cie zonal velocities are positive (surerrot Lion) and
negative (subrotat ion ) at lower and higher altitudes, respectt y ly,
representing the y centrio described in Ftgur . - 4.	 But : •:r (a) a , ►d (c) the
atmosphere superrotat,-s . ► nd subrot.ttes at all altitudes.
Whethe. •he redi•tribution of indular m-)menLum by the meri llonal circula-
tion actually leaca t . ) superrotatlon or sub: )tation crucially d^ • pends on rh-^
energy budget which i, closely coupled to tho momentum budget ['.rough the
thermal wind equation. 	 'lpplying perturbation theory, we consid-•r the conser-
vation of energy in -1mplifted fore
	
2	 IT
	
3r	 p
where
c p ,	 specific heat per rn+ss at constant pressure
r
a,	 coefficient of radiative cooling,
K r ,	 thermal conductivity per unit mass
W,	 vertical velocity
To ,	 average temperature
4T,	 temperature perturbation
P,	 adiabatic lapse rate
AQ,	 energy input per unit mass
For the indirect circulation (AQ = 0), the temperature perturbation is
determined by energy convection due to vert l ea1 motions
aT
-c pW( a ro + r )
AT	 (5)
(a - K, 
^r l
Under "local" conditi)ns it is reasonable tc assume 	 3	 < 0.
aT	 r ar
"formally, with s atic stability (^—r0	r) > 0, the upward moti,-^rs N > 0)
near the equator caus,- the temperature to d<crease, AT < 0. T1 , rough the
thermal wind equation the resulting pressure decrease tends to produce
subrotatton, and case (c) in Figure 5 describes the momenc-tm budgPt. ;his
condition ap plies to he atmosphere at higher altitudes.
However, when tli-! temperature lapse rate is superadi ibatic,
2T
(Tr- + N < 0, the ladirect meridional -, irculation is capable :)f "trapping"
dynamic energy (-,nvec;_ed upwards fro- lower altitudes (Figure 5). The
temperature then incr lases, AT > 0, and the accompanying ressure maefmum
permits superrotation in the equatorial region. Such a conditi.)n arises in
regions of the atmosphere which are characterized by glo b-{1 scale energy
diffusion cn higher .titttudes where radiation to space is imper l.anr. On Venus
._his is ubsrrved be17w the visible cloud top, between 50 And 66 4m. It should
also arise in the tr•>pag pheres of Jupiter and S-turn where Nner;y from the
planetary interior is c.+rrted upwards by s piall scale convo y-tton. To a mu
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Ilesser extent, it may also arise in the troposphere on le~th.
In summary, we enphasize some subtle points which ar.^ important to undor-
stand equatorial superrotation:
(a) ilalancing ve. t it-al momrnt um ki t fNOOn with Coriolis force, when
applied to the egi,ator, led to an unphysical ,:onstralnt o , t the zonal wind
velocity (Eq. 2). Wt • h the reality of hors ontal diffusion, this process i,uy
V	 or may not be important in various regions of the xtmosphore. Rut it is
certain that horizont i1 diffusion must he important near the equator. The
vanishing Coriolis force on its own cannot provide a h-11ance fo'' vertical
di f fusion which Is kil-wn to play a m+ jor part in the global momrnt um budget.
With the inclusion of ho^rizoutsl diffusion, there is no constraint oil
direction or magnitul , of the equatorial zonal wind velocity.
(b) Under the co , straint (2), the tacit assumptions were mode that the
meridional motions ca ry angular niomentum from the equator toward the poles
(only), and that in t Is process angular momentum is (always) 1 IsL through
diffusion; the coaseg pence of the argument was Hide's theorem ( 1). At higher
altitudes where the s iecific heat input is relatively larve, it is indeed
reasonable to asoiume hat the mertdlotia l motions are directed a 4ay from t he
equatorial source and Lli.tt dissipative processes due to diffusl in would tend
to damper, the zonal a'nd velocities. However, in the lower leg of the
meridlonal circulatto: where the return flow occurs, this proce•+s is
reversed. The moti -)n are directed toward t lie equator. .Angular moment um
diffusing downwards f om higher altitudes can be picked up and -.ransported to
lower latitudes which would tend to accelerate the equatorial r-gion. A
factor contributing t- this problem may have been tht• neglect o' viscous
momentum transfer In the meridtonal force halatue. Under that +ituplifving
assumption the meridi anal velocities, cannot he forced to vntilsh, as they
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hould, at the planetaay surface. Thus an ex .• e.sive :amount of t,e momentum
return flow is cont lned to the lowe.t altitudes where the .anal elocittes
midst vanish.
(c ) Ftnr.l ly, the pict tire of a f luid hein,; .pun up by polewa d mot tone
:ntder conservat ton of .angular momen,um w:i.g incomplete for aanoth, 	 rea.on, the
most important one per' aps. While vertical da ffuston was consid. red wt:h the
Inclusion of dlssipatt •a, momentttn .Ind energy convection by the -ertical
motions	 in the meridiol , al	 circulation did not play a loam	 in ilid••'s	 thevrom
( 3).	 Yet. we know that	 this transport process is	 lmportrant	 ( n	 s-jpplyi ng	 t he
,tmu,pl,ere with angular	 momentum from the	 vas , rvservt,1r	 of the	 lanet;
computer simulations of the spin up In which the average or rtgt. ,hell
component of superrotat ton 1. establish-d cletrl y demon:,tr:,Le it , : imuurLdnce
(Mayr and Harris, 1481 ). Within the atmospi — re that angular mo tentum is then
redivt ributed by the I dt reet eirculat ton, an.l the upward notion, at the
equtator play again .-tit	 tip-)rtant part.	 In regions tit Ilic at nusph re, below
radt:at 1 ng cloud- or haz -1.- • rs where the temp e rature lapse rate -an he
:,uperadlatuitic, o aergy _ • onvection fT'Um hOlOw Increases the tempo 'ature (taod
pressure). Thts is tit, ti provider the hasis, -nergetteally, for ' ece10 rat ang
the equatorial region irectly, or Indirectly due to vertir.,al ex )ansion and
diffut.ton which can cn ry ;angular tm o iren ► om to higher .alt ttudes.
rlttltSL AND MOUE COU°LIK
To descrihe di f fe y ent to 1 rotation wt.., adopt is spect ni 1 model (Mayr lit,(
Volland, 1472; llarrts nd Mayr, 1915; Mayr et al., 1978; referre I to at, M11).
Its prop - rLles re lev-an	 for our ,InA lvsts are hrletl y sums i y e^'	 ( 1 )
Advection ,amt convectt, ,n .)f energy, maul ,anti momtntitm assoctate.t with the
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large scale zonally s-mmetric circulation are considered. (2) lertical and
horizontal diffusion f energy and momentum (in both the tonal ► nd meridiunal
force balances) are i tcluded. (3) Perturbation theory is appli -d relative to
ag^obally uniform at iosphere which corotates with the underlyi tg planet; the
physical variables su h as temperature, density :nd wind vector are expanded
V	 is terms of spherical harmonics (with the zonal nave number bet ►g zero) which
effectively separate 'atttude from altitude variations. !4) Us.ng tridiagonal
block elimination, th , resulting set of difference equations ar! solved from
the planetary surface (or atmospheric interior) up to the exosp ►ere. (5) At
the lower boundary, the vertical, mertdtonal and zonal velocities as well as
the density and tempe rature variations are set to zero. For th- upper
boundary conditions, he dominance of molecular diffusion requi ces that the
vertical gradients of temperature and norizoatal winds vanish.
No separable eig . •n functions exist to describe the latitud! dependence
for the prevailing atmospheric circulation. Hough modes are appropriate eigen
functions only wi.en d ssipative processes doe to viticosity can he neglected
(Chapman and Lindzen, 1968), and spherical harmonics are appropriate only when
the Coriolis force is unimportant (Volland and Mayr, 1972b). N-either of these
conditions is satisfied, and mode coupling must be considered.
For a set of ba y 's functions, chosen to be spherical harmonics, this
implies that an extetmal source in one spherical harmonic "mode" not only
excites an atmospheric perturbation in that particular mode; it also excites,
to various degrees, all the other -modes. Given a lat ltudinal dtstrtbution of
the source, the structure of the atmospheric response changes &!pending on the
P
Importance of mode co,ipltng, and one of the principle determini ,ig factors in
that is the planetary rotation rate (Coriolis force).
Since individual modes are coupled together, their, definition should, in
15
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lung as the set of basis functions is
sufficiently large number of terms. For
modes" of order R each do fined by a set
0 ^ R _ 1 ; Morse and Fesch`tch, 1953)
N	 ,^
V 	 x  (r) Pt ( 0 )	 (6)
z .9 4...
A loge
W
N
V -	 V	 (-l) i/z V R (r) R t 	(7)
t-2.4 ...
i
	
	 R-L (r) C1-1	 (8)
R-2,4...
•:Bore Alogp is the 1 ;arithm of tht• prrssur- ratio (disturbed to undisturbed).
Fut even a values th, circulation Is symmetrical with respect to the
equ.rtor.	 Tlie amplitr ies in (h), (I) and (R) are so defined that, arbitrarlly
close to the equator, positive ampLitudes, (xt (r), V R
 (r). iTR-i (r) j glee
posirtve contrthutioris to the physical vari.rbles such
as .^T (r, 0), V (r,	 ) ,rnd h (r, 0).
With this ,tnsat	 the equations of enetgv, Twiss and moment-tim conservytton
take the form
(	 :^ Tla + R r<F1) K0
 - Kr 
a^2) AT  + c W ` Cyr0 + r) ' 'I Y	 (4)
r	 3 r.	 V
w  3N¢ At 1+1) V - 0	 (10)H	 ^r	 r	 Y
principle, not affect the solutton as
curuplrte and the expa • wton includes it
iaathematical convenit-we we chose "Pe
of (vector) spherical harmonics (Pt,
Aq
AT
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A10 1;p R - TS Q'C R - 0	 (l l )
T Z[0
mm f(R) I	
_^R(R+1) n	
_ r^ 
12	
V ^/ R(^R+1) 
kT AIoRp
R-1	 r2	 0	 r r 2 	 R	 r	 J, R
(1^_)
unn f (R + 0 11R+1
2
wm f(t) R + R(R21) ^ 0	 '^r 8 ..^ Ut-1 - wm f(R-1) VR-1
	
(13)
r	 ar`
where g is the gna vit tional acceleration and
_	 2	 R'(R'+2)(R'+1)`
(R )
	 R'+17 T2T +1) 2R 3 -
For brevity, we re omitting here a number of terms invol y ng vertical
and horizontal energy and momentum diffusion. In the lowest order mode, for
example, the hortzont l momentum flux should vanish. The ^_ompl!te expressions
are considered in our numerical analysis.
The equations (9 thruugh (14) describe the P R mode in the context of :t
larger system schemat cally illustrated in Figure 6. On the right hand side
of (12) and (13) are he momentum ,ources due to mode coupling which arise
from the Coriolis fore and involve the ad ,j.icent modes.
To simplifv the tiscussion, we assume that the atmospheric circulation is
forced only with the lowest order heat source
AQ2 - -o, `
 (r) P2 (6)
(15)
A.Q r - 0, for R > 2,
representing differential heating by solar radiation which is preferentially
I ,^
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ab-,orbu d at low latitudes.
In an earlier pap,•r (Mayr and Harris, 1981 ) we discussed s )me
characteristics of the fundamental P 2 mode or the rigid shell co-lponent of
supevrotation which is directly driven by the solar input ( 15). This mode i9
unique in that its glo')a] angular momentum and moment of inertia do not
vanish. During spin u+, that angular momentum is primarily supplied by the
planetary torque at th•• surface and is transported to higher altitudes through
viscous shears and the meridional circulati on. in contrast to the fundamental
mode, the global :ingul it nomentum and moment of inertia of the higher order
modes Pi (C>2), descrih ng differential rotatkn, are identicall y r.ero, And the
problem is no longer w• 'iere the angular momentum for superrotattoo comes trom
but how it is redtstri,uted within the atmosphere?
Liter oil 	 humeri-al soluton of the differential equations ( 9) through
(13) will be presented in which we consider in self consistent form the mode
(momentum) coupling or ginating from the lowest order heat sour.. (15).
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
The vertical strtwture of the atmospheric circulation is parameterized
a2ATQ
-Kr ar
` i C
R AT Q 	 (16)
R-1
-n
r	
C U
i-1
	
(l7)
	Alog p R m. ^ AT 	 (IR)
T0
W R - t0w4) 
r IVRl	 (19)
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where the sign of W t is determined by the sign of V, in the low-r leg of Lau
meridional circulitiot. h is a measure for the vertical extent of the
circulation, and is positive.
Since thermal forcing hy solar radiation is only considerel in the lowost
order mode ( 15), it i-. reasonable to a-4sume, that, in the proce ;a of cascadi ng
momenLum to higher or!Pr modes, the zonal and meridional w1nd c)mpooents would
tend to decrease
U 
t-I - U 1+1 ,	 U X-I0 a) (20)
V
E-2 - V	
.
X
V
t (1 (21)
The parameter 0 < 0 < 1 vanishes as mode coupling ceases to be important.
iubstituting (16) through (21) antl ignt,ring momentum difftision in (12^,
the equations ( q ) thir)ugh (14) take the foTn
	
04 
E (1+1) 
K +C )ATXV—zTU0 h C ( 
aT 
0 
+r) I V	 (22)
r 
7	 0 K	 r p Tr— 	 I I , 'It
Ii--V (E+I)
- 
a h ATZ . ^;,Im(u - U
	
Wm(I-8)U	 (23)
r	 r	 X-1	 Z-1-1	 E-1
0
	
+ C	 UX-Ift Wm (V	 V	 UMO-a) V for X * 2
	
r
T— 0	 1-2 - 1	 (24)
-Wm V t for Z	 2
The equations (22) ani (24) describe the conservation of energy and angular
momentum respectively, and the thermal wind equation (23) describes the
coupling between energy and angular momentum. To first approximation (23)
does not involve diffusion processes and is therefore rwre "rigid" than (22)
or (24), where C or C can be either positive or negative. NormAll y , untestj
K	 n
specified otherwise, it is reasonable to assume that local canditions prevail
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and
C	 I  ) >O.	 (15)
n
For the lowest order , !ode, X-2,the heat source q,,>0 cause.; the !:empera-
t^	 tore to increase at the equator AT,>0. Equation (23) then yields the rigid
R
shell component of superroiatlon, U 1>0, which is consistent with the momentum
balance (24) for meridiona winds flowing a ,.iiy from the equator (V 2<)) is the
upper leg of the circtilati . ,n. In the lower leg of the circulation the direc-
tion of the meridional winds is reversed. P-at the rigid shell component is
unique in that, in steady state, it cannot exchange angular momentum with the
planet. To satisfy this constraint, the vertical flux of momentum trust
approach zero near the low e r boundary requiring that the sign of the cucvature
%17) trust change (C T) 0).	 :onsistent with the energy and momentum balances, a
rigid shell component of ^iperrotation thus prevails all the way down to the
planet ( Figure 7a).
For 02 and q 9, - 0, t ie situation is different. In such an "indirect
circulation" the motions : ire driven through momentum coupling betwe.-n ad.jacen,
nodes, and the temperature • variations tTt arise from dvnamic heating.
Moreover, for higher orde , modes there is no constraint on the visc(,us stress
3
at the lower boundary, (— ;.— ) * 0. 	 We consider the indirect circulation to
be forced by solar (equal rial) heating '.n the lowest order mode, q,,>0. 	 At
low latitudes the meridioral winds in the lower leg of the cell are then
directed toward the equat,.r, and the positive sign applies in Equation (22).
The single most important factor determtning the dynamics is the
aT
term So - 
a
=° + t in the energy balance which is also a measure for the
stability of the atmosphere. With S o>0 the atmosphere Is convertiv.-ly stable,
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I .	 the temperature lapse rate I s subadinhat is and, in the global vierage, heat is
diffusing downwards. Conversely, with So<0 the atmosphere is u ,istable, the
'	 lapse rate is superadiabatl, and thermal energy is dif f using upwards.
DT
So (r)	 Fr 0 + r > 0: This condition holds, when, above r, the
atmosphere absorbs more radiative energy than it emits. It usually applies to
the more tenuous regions at higher altitudes, far away from the heat
dissipation by the planet, where the solar radiation is less attenuated and
collisional excitation is less effective. With q E -0, the upward motions at
the equator then cause the temperature to decrease, AT I <0 (22), and (23)
requires that the zonal wind component also de:reases (U R_ 1 < 0) relative to
the rigid shell component of superrotation. This is consistent with p,)leward
transport of angular w)ment- m in the upper leg of the circulation (24). The
return flow of angular mome it ►nn toward the equator in the lower leg o` the
cell, however, tends to increase the zonal velocity so that its curvature must
change sign (C 
11
	
fulfilling force balance (24). Such a scenario ii
illustrated  in Figure 'b.
aT
S0 (r) -	 0 + r < 0 •	 This condition holds when, above r, the atmosphere
emits more radiative energy than it absorbs. It usually applies to the denser
regions at lower altitudes, c', -se to the heat dissipation by the pla not, where
the solar radiation is more .attenuated and collisional excitation is more
effective. With qt -0, the pward motion~ at the equator cause the temperature
then to increase, ATt> 0 (2 ), and (23) requires that the zonal wind .:omponent
also increases (UL _ 1 > 0) re l ative to the rigid shell component of
superrotation. This is con istent with the equatorward return flow of angular
momentum in the lower leg o' the circulation (24). In the upper leg -if the
cell, however, angular momentum is transported away from the equator which
tends to decrease the zonal velocity to the exte.lt that its curvature must
11
t 1
change sign (C 
11
	
fulfilling force Balance (24). Such a scenario is
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illustrated in Figure 7c.
So (r) <c ► (lower altitudt-c) and S,(r)>0 (higher altitudes): Under
realistic conditions it is reasonAble to assume that planetary atmospheres are
convectively stable with su' ,adiabatic lapse rates at higher eltituder, and that
they would tend to be conve tii •ely unstable with superadiabat.c lapse rates at
lower altitudes. For such 	 scenario, the circulation is then t combination
of the two earlier examples and its structure near the equator is illustrated
in Figure 7d. At lower altitudes, below the tropupause (S o<0), the upward
motions supply energy (22) , 3hich is carried toward the equator in the lower
leg of the meridional cell. As a result the temperature increases (AT 1 >0) and
forces the zonal wind compo lent to increase (l ► 0 _,>0) relative to the rigid
shell component of euperrotition. This is consistent with momentum transport
In the lower leg of the mer dional circulation which is balanced (24) by a
divergence in the vertical iomentum diffusion (C n >0). Above the center of the
meridional cell and above Cie tropopause (S o >0), energy is carried away from
the eyuato- and the tempera ure decreases ( ,^ T e<0), forcing the zonal velocity
to decrease (U1 _ 1 <0) relati 3e to the rigid shell component of superrotation.
The poleward transport of momentum is again balanced by a convergence in the
vertical momentum diffusion (Cn>0).
The picture portrnged mere is somewhat simplified. in reality, the
pressure increase due to thermal expansion in the troposphere extends upwards
Into the region which is eo ,ivectively sable and 'hereby transports angalar
momentum to higher altitudes. Moreover, vertical diffusion of energy and
momentum also contribute to couple the different regions. The result is that
a complex interference DAttern can develop s-ich as we see it in the loviAn
circulation.
For a net emitted flux of radiation. Fo , and given a vertical eddy
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dittuYion cool fl,.A.lc.t K, the "stability" So at tole oreosure levi!l rn iy
egtima^.%d
	3T 	 kT F
	
S = ( '	 + r) - - °
P 
°.	 (26)
	o ^r	 c p 
o 
:%
i
On Jupiter, F„	 1.Sx10'4ergi/cm2sec Orton and Ingersoll, 1976). Asi.uning K -
0
10E and To - IN we derive a value of So ^ -10 h deg/ca %: the l bear
pressure love ► which pro-yes significant for the zonal circulation. Compared
to Jupiter, 'WtULtk 1b to the!r away from the Sun and the net oitwiru ilu< of
rediaa.lon is tea-leer (R. Wnel, private communication). but, it9 tr - posphere
a ppears to be irur turbult t. Both effects would tend to compensate each
other so that the rwperadiabatic lapse rate. on Saturn may be compara )le to
tnac e! Jupie.nr. un Venus, superadiabatic lapse rates have been inferred for
t.... region between SO to 6( , km below the visible cloud top (Schubert et al.,
1980) which, we believe, i ,, important to understand the equatorial super-
cor.ation on that planet (hi yr and Harris, 1951).
Latitude Stru%-tune: To understand the nature of mode coupling .effecting
the lntitudina'_ structure -if the circulation, we discuse here •i simplified
ur.alytical sol,cion for tht . equations (22) thr-:fh (24). This will . flso	 ^j
e.uciaFte some of the important elements that distinguish the .atmospheric
circulations oo, Jup:ter, Saturn and Venus.
For of a j, we coneid•cr the homogeneous equations (22) through (24) and
oiatltu the expression
2	 e K	 v
r,..` f.(t+1)	 ruxa^ 1-B)^ - Rc S	 +r
	
(27)
r
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t(t+1) t(t-1) 	 c
Ignoring radiative cooling and assuming (
	
K+ C)^( 2--^0+ C2	 8	 K n)	 m'
r	 r
the coupling coefficient can be estimated
V
8	 1 - 
tW - VC 
L- So	 (28)tl
For small R values, near the fuadam._ntal mode where solar energy is ue))..+ited,
a"
	
	 moimlLum coupling is m, ,g t effective; the "slippage" between the mat^nl.^ ul
veluelty components of .id_lacent modes is small, and the value for u ji :::,)Nc
to onto . Conversely, wi th 8+ 0, mode coupling becomes small and c .au.,artel-
taliC wive number R can be defined, which is a mP:tsure for the jmagt ;1tr
which momentum cascade.,
V	 TR	 rW_ t	 o-	 (2q)h	 IV	 Rs-
We consider the l.,wer leg of the meridional circulation with
`'t <0 and S o<0. Adopt'ng h-100 km, To-1100 and So--10-6 for Jupiter, ..4.e
0
uotblikv R-28 and n chat.teteristic latitude structure of a	 360	 1W '. in
reanomble agreement w-th observations (Smith et al., 1979&.5). Nor i;w.curn.
the gravitational acce,eratiou as well as the planetary radius atid t.t,i.lon
rate are smaller t'Zan or Jupiter. If we assume that on both planets 	 .e
emparatures and the s tperadiahatiC temperature lapse rater are about t..r same
at the cloud level, th's yields R - 14 or 1 - 24 0 , consf strut with I.te Voyager
Y	 ( Smith et Al., 1981). The atmosphere of Veiius is m.,r y rcua. , ressed
and •-e a ssume h - 10 k,t. 4,I- pting an atmosphertr rot„tion 1•erioc e:. i1-# ,rder
of 10 days and So - -1'1-6 , we obtain R - 4 or a - 900 ; the eirculis .. ,I, " i
global scale character, in substantial ag reement with obu . rvatioas I'. 1,•-Iw,ct et
1., 1980).
Th(e Equations (22) thruugh ( 24) try serve to estiOaca ::•e• fi .i^t+.c^.. .
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a-
mode or the rigid shell component of superrotation
k
rg
	
^n r H 2	 (30)
Cn 6 ^ oc S+(a + 62 e	 KK + C) w2m2(1-d)
r	 o	
p	 r
	
U 1 --C`—° IV2 I	 (31)
n
	AT 	
rwmH(1-8)
	
2	 ^^c!^ U 1	 (32)
Considering mode coupling in (24) due to V t-2 , and t o king V2 from ( 31), the
solution for the higher order modes ( q t-C, 02) can then tat obtained in the
form of simple recursion relatian .hips given below.
r
	
b+ 2m 2 (1-8)( a t+, 2 	 Kg+CK)Vt-2
V -	 r	 (33)
t	
2 2	 t(t +1) 	 t(t+1) mm h2c S V t (t(t-1)
 +C )W n (1-8 ).a'^ r2
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Ut- 1 	t(t-1)
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(--^—^ ^ +C n )
r
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	 (35)
	
GTt	 T— ' k t- l
The vertical velocity is given by (19), aad the coupling coefficient 8 is
defined urith (2i) o. (78) in simp l ified focal.
t. woe! rlgo ► UUb Approach to the iu.L,...og,i.eoub (g 2Jo) equAtione (i2)
through (24), %A0.3uc the ntcd of a cowling coeffiLlsct B, would require a
t.'im p -icAl arluLtor OWE allo%?C for momer + toci trnnafer owe'.' c wide tange of
V,
modes. The order of this system r rould be limited by horizontal diffusion
which dampens the amplitudes at rates proportional to 
	 Ke
and R(R+1) n	
r
r
2	 e
The analytical model (27) through (35) proves useful to gain some insight
into the properti.e3 of atmospheric circulations. We present here an exzmple
representative of the conditions on Jupiter. Adopting w - 1.8x10 -4 , So
±10-6 , m - 3.3x10-24 , H - 100 km and R - 105 and ignoring radiative cooling,
results from the model are shown in Figure 8. PreEented are the power spectra
for the computed amplitudes of the zonal velocity, U R-1 , at the equator and
their synthesis deacribIng the latitudinal variations. It is assumed that
under negative and positive stab'_lities, S., the meridional winds are directed
toward the equator (V,>O) and the poles (V Z <0) at lower and higher altitudes
respectively. For positive values of C K and Cn , the expression under the
radical (27) is then positive.
Compared to the fundamental mode or the rigia shell component of super-
rotation (Ut >1),which is driven primarily by the solar input (q 2
 >0), the
indirect circulations driven by the momentum coupling with the lowest order
mode are distinctly different. Al lower altitudes where S o<O, the indirect
circulation contribr.t_es to equatorial superrotatier. The amplitudes
Ui_l , starting vith X - 4, are significantly smaller than that of the
fundamental male and fall off Sra6n311y tow?rd !ii-gher ;aa-e r.,!mbers (shorter
wave lengths). This is In subscantiel agieemew- with the observdtions
for 1, < ) g Ulgsru i). In the wM I,+-sis cf this spe-c r rum a narrow equatorial
Jet is reproluc-d.
At higher = ► ltit •
 ties .t;ft So'-O, the ftrect circ.latlon is again driven by
differenrtal solar hearing phi:• h produces Rip a rrotatton (U.»).
indirect ,irculation is now characterized by energy and mu,aentum transport
toward the poles. Starting with t-4 the zonal
r
Live and contribute to equatorial subrotation. Synthesizing this power
spectrum, the result is that the atmosphere nearly corotates at the equator
iI
and superrotates at midlatitudes. The inclusion of horizontal diffuaion and,
'P;	 partially, the truncatior in our spectral analysis accoun t for momentum
tranrfer toward the equator at low latitudes which sustains a small
superrotation rate.
Due to -Rrtical convection and ciffusion, the above discussed signatures
from the upper and lower regions of the atmosphere are mixed, and we suggest
that this is responsible for the complex circulatiou par •_r.,n observed on
Jupiter. 7.%e observed negative equatorial velocity components around 1-22 in
Figure 1 may originate from a upectrum of the kind shown with the theoretical
resulto in the lower part of Figure S.
With the large rotation rite and large planetary radius of Jupiter, the
second term in the denominator of (30) dominates. Assuming a-0, the 	 ij n
meridional velocity from ( 30) is V2 "21 and the rigid shell component of
superrotation from (31) is U1'q2 /K. Considering (28), (33) and (34), a trend
analysis for the indirect circulation with 02 gives
V a	 _Q	
1+Yt2flsol
Vi-^
(36)
i
^Soi
 I V
Ut-1 
a	
K
where Y is an expression, usually pot + izlve, which involves atmospheric and
planetary parameters. W!.th increNsing So a major component of the power
spectrum is shifted toward lower wave numbers.
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NUM. F:R1t:Al. RF,,ut,'rS
We art, demonstrating with this paper that in principle mut contrary to
current theories equational superrotation can he understood in the framework
Of a zonally sym ►urtric cire• ulation drtk-en by solar different tal heating. This
suggests that the process is important for the large scale :atmosphericmotions
observed e)n Jupiter .and lukturn. To determine the extent that this is true
will require x nonlinear a ►lalysis with ge • nNral circulation modals whtch
account tit self consistent form for the solar input and convertive is well as
radiative energy transfer. 11 io results will depend on the vertical and
horizontal eddv dtffttstvit te• 5 and on the 11 r.itidtl n ►unber, and truis-port of
1. ► tent energy is proNihl y Important.
Our discussion here t:a restricted to convev a general understanding of
the mechantsm. &) attempt is made to simulate a particular planet.try
For i l lust rat ive la ► rposc­s a glob i l .iverage :atmosphere is attopted wht; h
rotates at :a rate of l.Axlt1-4 ;ec -1 t ►1 a gr.tvit:atio ►ual Held with g-2400 and is
r pre9tnt.ttivv of the conkittisn ,4 on Jupiter. The d.lta are Nuwd o11 the
in r.irod measnle'ments from the voyager sp.tce, raft (!Lmol et al., 19711.a,b).
They :ire shown in Figure Q. Below they 1 bar pressure• level, they
 temperature
is extretpcl:ated to lower altitudes :t:asumtnj. a (negative) stabilit y So a _S x
10-7 whose .thsolute value decrease• s toward lower .i It ittides sat tsfying flux
cont tnuity. The lower houndary is 4q1tosen to he at a pressure of 25 bar.
Ahove the 2 mb level we ,ta:sumv the te•mper.iture to he Constant. The tipper
boundary is o ho%eu to he . it it pressure of SX10_ 11 Mr w• h,, re dissipative
^I
,y
processes due to molecular diffusion dominate.
For the energy source driving the circulation, Aq,,(r), wv chose a height
distribution shown in Figure 9 which was adopted from the work of Wallace et
al., 1974. The specific heat input increases wish height and accounts for the
temperature inversion above the tropopause. Radiative cooling is considered
in the form of a Newtonian coefficient a-6.5 x 
10-6po 
(ergs deg-1 sec-lgm-1)
provided by B. J. Conrath (private communication). Vertical and horizontal
eddy diffusion coefficients of 2.5x106 and 2.5x10 11 , respectively, are chosen
at the lower boundary and are assumed to increase with height at a rite
inversely proportional to the square root of the densit y
 (Chapman and Lindzen,
1970).
We have used two different schemes to obtain solutions of the
differential equations (9) through (13):
(1) Iterative Mode Coupling: With the heat source q,,, a solution of the
fundamental mode (R-2) is obtained which describes a simple Hadley cell and
the rigid shell component of superrotation (Mayr and Harris, 1981 ). The
meridonal velocity in that mode couples momentum,through the Coriolis force,
into the next higher mode (see the Equation (13) and the connection on the
left hand side of the block diagram in Figure 6), and we obtain successive
solutions for 2-4,6... Choosing some limiting wave number, we then turn
around in our iteration procedure and consider the feedback due to momentum
coupling by the zonal velocities (see Equation (12) and the connections on the
right hand side of the bl^ck diagram in Figure 6), until we return to the
fundamental mode of superrotation. The results substantiall y confirm our
earlier conclusions. This solution procedure shows in particular that the
feedback from the zonal velocity component in the htg,ter wave numbers (shorter
wavelengths) contributes to accelerate the equatorial region in the lower
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order modes (longer wave lengths). Since the energy clearly comes from the
heat source in the lowest order mode, our interpretation is that the feedback
acts as a trapping mechanism. Under viscosity, velocity shears can
numerically propagate in altitude, and the procedure eventually becomes
unstable as one increases the aumber of iterations.
(2) Simultaneous Mode Coupling: With a limited number of 12 modes,
momentum coupling is considered in self consistent form by simultaneously
solving a system of 60 second order differential equations (egs. 9 through 13
for R - 2 to 24). The shortest wavelength covers about 15 0 in latitude which
is crude by comparison with the observed details in the Jovian circulation.
It is again assumed that the lowest order heat source q 2 is driving the
motions.
Results are shown for the zonal velocity and the relative temperature
amplitude in the form of latitudinal distributions at various altitudes
(Figures 10 and 11). The meridional circulation, of the Ferrel-Thompson type;
is illustrated in Figure 12. One should expect that the dynamic properties of
the atmosphere are sensitive to the tropospheric temperature lapse rates and
the vertical and horizontal diffusivities as they vary with altitude. To
understand the model fully and in relation to observations, will therefore
require an extensive parametric analysis, the subject of a subsequent paper.
In the lower troposphere the temperature lapse rate is almost
adiabatic. The meridional circulation does not extend all the way down but
instead is broken up into smaller cells (Figure 12) which is reflected in the
complex structure of the zonal wind field (Figure 10). Higher up, where a
larger temperature gradient is required, S 0 <5x10	 to conduct t`.e heat
from the planetary interior, the meridional circulation effectively focuses
and traps energy and angular momentum in the equatorial region. A local
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temperature maximum (Figure 10) and a well defined equatorial ,jet thus develop
F	 at the equator. Very high up in the atmosphere where the temperature lapse
rate is subadiabatic. heat is diffusing downwards and effectively disperses
the energy that is transported upwards by the meridional circulation. As a
result the latitudinal temperature distribution flatens a •id a blunt maximum
develops at low latitudes where the solar energy is deposited (Figure 11).
Moreover, angular momentum is carried to higher latitudes and broad maxima
develop in the (eastward) zonal wind velocity. Due to upward convection in
the form of thermal expansion from below and vertical as well as horizontal
momentum diffusion, the equatorial region superrotates even at higher
altitudes.
In the intermediate regions near 30 km, between t1,e "dispersing" stable
region above and the "focusing" unstable region below, the form of the zonal
wind field resembles that of Jupiter. The horns near 10 0 latitude are
reproduced and secondary maxima develop near 300 and 600 . Lower down well
within the unstable convection region at -20 km, the equatorial ,jet is larger
by more than a factor of three and the form of the latitudinal velocity
distribution resembles that of Saturn (Smith et al., 1981).
Based on this result we suggest that the large difference in magnitude
betweei, the equatorial ,jets of Jupiter and Saturn can in part be explained
(Figure 13) by the temperature differences observed on both planets (Hanel et
al., 1981). The clouds, which allow us to trace atmospheric motions, are
formed on Jupiter near the tropopause where the transition occurs between two
Ivastly different dynamic regimes one convectively stable the other one
unstable. A complex interference pattern thus develops in the zonal
circulation. On Saturn which is much colder, the clouds form at a much lower
altitude, deep inside the convection region (S o < 0) where the meridional
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c irculation prevails in funneling energy and momentum into the equatorial
region.
CONCLUSION
The important elements of the model are summarized in Figure 14. On
Jupiter and Saturn glohzl scale convection carries energy from the interior
...e.,^. a«.LUuC y wnere rad iation to space becomes important. The
tropospht-lc regions should therefore be convectively unstable with small
superadiabat,c Lapse rates on the order of 10-6deg/cm. Under this condition,
the upward motions in the direct and indirect atmospheric circulations imposed
by i n- 1 ation can then supply dynamic energy for "localized" equatorial
heating which in turn .hives equatorial superrot3tion. Preferential solar
heating at low latitudes induces the ordered structure in the atmospheric
motions. The efficiency of this process is determined by the degree of
turbulence in the troposphere, the energy conversion in the planetary interior
and the radiative loss from the upper troposphere and stratosphere.
Differences in these global properties and the relative location of the clouds
may contribute to the large differences between the zonal velocity fields on
Jupiter and Saturn.
Adopting a spectral model, the concept of mode coupling is used to
describe differential rotation and equatorial superrotation in an atmosphere
with zonal and meridional Iscous stresses. 'Momentum is thereb y allowed to
cascade from lower order modes, which "absorb" most of the solar energy, to
higher order modes. At altitudes above the center of the merM onal circula-
tion, where the specific heat input is relatively large and the atmosphere is
convectively stable, angular momentum is effectively adverted polew?rd, except
near the equator where the meridional winds and the Corialis force vanish and
the horizontal momentum transport must be carried by horizontal diffusion
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(viscous flow). This causes the atmospheric rotation rate to decrease at low
latitudes and increase at high latitudes relative to the rigid shell component
of superrotation; inducing a tendency for the equatorial region to corotate.
However, below the center of the meridional circulation and below thy? maximum
energy input where the atmosphere tends to be convectively unstable, angular
momentum (and energy) are advected from high to low latitudes, thus t:he
equatorial region can be accelerated to the extent that equatorial juts
develop. Again, near the equator, angular momentum must be carried by
horizontal diffusion; the equatorial minimum in the angular velocity on
Jupiter (Figure 2) being evidence for down gradient diffusion toward the
equator. This picture is complicated by vertical energy and momentum
diffusion as well as convection which can effectively extend the
characteristic circulation signatures from the troposphere into the
Stratosphere or visa versa.
our theoretical results suggest that four factors are important in
understanding the structure of the zonally symmetric circulation on Jupiter
and Saturn: (1) Their large planetary size and rotation rate produce through
mode/momentum-coupling a multiple Ferrel-Thomson type circulation with upward
motions at low latitudes. Differences in the gravitational acceleration as
well as in the planetary radius and rotation rate of both planets
significantly contribute to broaden the latitudinal structure of the zonal
,circulation on Saturn relative to Jupiter. (2) Energy from the interior is
diffusing radially outwards and maintains a superadiabatie lapse rate. This
provide p the condition for trapping or focusing dynamic energy that is
advected toward the equator in the lower leg of the meridional circulation.
(3) T'^,a eddy diffusivity is sufficiently low to require large temperature and
velocity gradients in the energy and momentum balances. A vertical eddy
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diffubion coefficient between 10 5 and 106 may produce the zonal velocities
observed on Jupiter; but a smaller value is probably required to exvlsin the
f	
zonal circulation on Saturn. (4) Since the clouds are the tracers cf
atmospherc motions, their location is very im portant. On Jupiter they occur
near the tropopause, in the transition zone between convectively stable and
unstable regimes, and a complex interference pattern develops in the zonal
circulation. In the atmosphere of Saturn which is colder, the clouds occur
lower down well within the unstable convection region where the meridianal
circulation prevails in funneling energy and momentum into the equatorial
region. This in turn is conducive Lu the .ev_­ 1oF=cn_ ^°_ ^ 1tro% ^ aq,iAtorial
jet.
Mayr et al., 1981 argue that the large scale circulation on Jupiter
provides the order in the formation of the small scale circulation features
such as the great red spot and the white and brown ovals. Thus a relatively
simple picture emerges for the Jovian circulation. The energy Jupiter
radiates to space must be transported upwards through the troposphere. If
that transport is accelerated by the prevailing upward motions in the solar
driven meridionial circulation, eastward jets develop such as observed in the
equatorial region. But, if that vertical transport is impeded by the pre-
vatling downward motions in the solar driven multicellular meridional circula-
tion, the atmosphere "reacts" and tends to maintain the process through the
development of hurricaties. Dynamically induced by solar differ.-!ntial heating,
a beautifully simple and ordered latitudinal structure, with alternating
"stability" and "instability", is imposed on the troposphere, to form
alternating zonal strata where hurricances in the form of red, brawn, and
white ovals are "forbidden" and "permitted", respectively.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Empirical model of the zonal wind velocities observed from the
Voyager spacecraft (G. Hurt, private communication) in terms of vector
spherical harmonics which are used as basis functions in the subsequent
theoretical analysis. Data from both hemispheres are taken, but only the
•	 terms symmetrical with respect to the equator are presented (lower part) and
considered for the syntheses. Syntheses up to wave number L - 12 and 34 are
shown (upper part). The rigid shell component (f-2) , directly driven by
I	 sc,lar differential heatirg, dominates, and the lower order terms reproduce the
equatorial het. Note the simple fors of the power spectrum; the Voyager I and
II data being nearly identical.
Figure 2: The zonal wi:td field based ran Joyager and Earth based measurements
is taken from the NASA publication Voyage to Jupiter (Mo:rlson and Samz, 1980)
and shows a minimum below / o latitude, indicative of downgradient diffusion
toward the equator. We cons'-der an equatorial region (right side) in which
the angular momentum budget is established with horizontal and vertical
diffusion. Thus, a priori, there is no constraint on the direction or
magnitude of the zonal velocity at the equator and the question reduces to how
angular momentum is effectively transported into the e- ltatorial region?
F i gure 3: Schematic illustration of the pass (top)-and momentum (bottoo)-
budgets for the direct circulation producing rigid shell superrotatiun which
is observed on •.-irtually every planet in our ,polar system. The balance is
established between upward transport of momentum by convection (more being
carried upwards at low latitudes than is carried downwards at high latitudes)
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and diffusion. During "spin up" the atmosphere receives the angular momentum
for superrotation from the planet or the planetary inferior.
Figure 4: Relative to the rigid shell component of superrotation (dashed
11..: • ,), angular momentum is redistributed by the indirect circulation within
tha atmeip'i.,re. The momentum transport is toward the pules in the upper leg
V 	
of themeridiow-I cell thus increasing the superrotation at mid latitudes (plus
sign) and decreasing it near the equator (minus sign). In the lower leg of
the meridioi.` circulation this process is reversed; angular momentum is
redistributed toward the equator and an equatorial jet can develop (plus .ign)
under certain conditions (See Figure 5). It is thereby understood that in the
equatorial region the horizontal momentun, transport is taken over by '-iorizon-
tal diffusion (Figure 2).
Figure 5: Ignoring the added complexity due to horizontal diffusion, the
momentum balan_e between horizontal advection and vertical diffusion is
schematically illustrated. The equator is understood to be the equatorial
region. Three different height distributions satisfy the budget. Case (a) is
illustrated in Figure 4. In cases (b) and (c) the atmosphere superrotates and
subrotates at all altirades. The ,utcome depends on the energy budget
illustrated in the lower part. To sustain equatorial superrotation the
meridiunal circulation must accumulate energy at the equator. The condition
for this arises when the atmosphere is convectively unstable,
aT
So	 (Tr 0 + t) < 0, which is presumably satisfied in the tropospheres of
Jupiter and Saturn.
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scaled by a factor of three. Considering
R
Figure 6: Block diagram illustrating the mode/momentum coupling for the
spectral model. ne heat source in the fundamental mode, q 2 , is directly
driving the rigid shell component of superrotation. Mode coupling through the
solenoidal (meridional) velocity field in turn is driving the indirect circu-
iation by cascading momentum from lower to higher order modes (left hand side
of the chitin link). A feedback through the solenoidal or zonal velocity field
(right side of the chain link) tends to trap angular momentum in the lower
order modes.
Ftgure 7: Heuristic discussion of various scenarios for the zonzil velocity
field in the equatorial region baled on the equations (22) through (24). An
equatorial heat source is forcing upward motions and equatorward and nolewar.i
grinds in the lower and upper legs of the meridional circulation, respectively.
In the direct circulation a rigid shell component of superrotation is produced
(s). Superimposed on that fundament;il mode the indirect circulation produces
differential rotation with zonal velocities at the equator illustrate:i in the
upper part of Figure 7. The stun of the rigid shell component and differential
rotation is shown in the lower part of Figure 7. Cases (b) and (c) represent
conditions where the atmosphere is cunvectively stable and unstable,
respectively. Under case (d) the atmosphere is unstable and stable in the
lower and upper legs of the meridional circulation, respectively.
Fi are 3: The analytical model (30) through (35) is used to describe the
latitudinal distribution in the upper and lower legs of the circulation
corresponding to case (d) in Figure 7. The powee spectra are shown in the
lower part; for this display the amplitudes of the indirect circulation area
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conditions where the two altitude regimes are weakly coupled. When coupling
is important near the transition from o gle to the other regime a complex
interference pattern can develop such as observed on Jupiter where besides the
equatorial jet eastward jets are also observed at higher latitudes.
Figure 9: Input data for the average temperature, To , and pressure, po , the
I,	 vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, k, and the heat input, q, 7 . In the
troposphere near the 1 bar pressure level, the (negative) stability is assumed
to be so a -5x10-7 ; its absolute value decreasing; toward lower altitudes so
that the heat flux is conserved.
Figure 10: Latitudinal velocit y distributions at various altitudes obtained
from a numerical solution of the theoretical model. Note the large equatorial
jet at -20 km and the velocity maximum near, 300 at higher altitudes. In
between a complex velocity field develops which has some resemblance with that
of Jup'_ter.
Figure 1 1 : Same as Figure 10 except thi+t the relative temperature amplitude
is shown. Note the sluirp maximum at the equator .at 31titu.ies where the narrow
eastward iet develops. At higher aaltittides the ►riximum is ver y broad, indica-
tive of poleuard energy transport (adi:ahatic cooling) by the indirect circula-
tion.
Figure 12: The meridional circulation, based on out theoretical results, is
illu y tr:ated. We refer to it as a m:ilticellular 'Ferrel-Thomson circulation.
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fFigure 13: Based on the results from Figure 10, we suggest that the observed
differences in temperature between Jupiter and Saturn (Hanel et al., 1981) are
in part responsible for the large differences between the velocity fields
observed on both planets (Smith et al., 1981). On Jupiter, the clouds
condense near the tropopause which is in a transition region between the
stable and unstable convection regimes above and below, where poleward and
equatorward transport dominate, respectively. Thus a complex interference
pattern develops such as seen in Figure 10 at 20 km. On Saturn which is much
colder, the clouds condense about 50 km lower well within the unstable
convection regime. The lower leg of the meridional circulation thus dominates
in funneling energy and momentum int 	 equatorial region, much like
hurricanes are formed on a much smaller scale. This process is conducive to
the development of a relatively large equatorial jet such as seen in Figure 10
at —30 km which is analogous to the conditions on Saturn.
Figure 14: The important elements of the model are summarized in schematic
form. On average the troposphere is convectively unstable; a superadiabatic
temperature lapse rate accomodates the upward transport of heat from the
planetary interior which is radiated to space at higher altitudes. Above the
tropopause the solar heat input dominates and energy is conducted to lower
altitudes where collisional excitation permits reradiation. Against this
"homogeneous" background, the atmosphere is preferentially heated by solar
radiation at low latitudes which brings order into the large scale atmospheric
motions, effectively polarizing them. Air is rising at the equator and falls
at higher latitudes. Thus angular momentum from the vast reservoir of the
planet is stored in the atmosphere during "spin up" causing it to superrotate
on average (rigid shell component of superrotation). With the large rotation
43
rate and radius of the planet the Hadley circulation is br ,)ken up into a
multicellular meridional circulation with alternating rising and falling
motions in the troposphere. Under conditions which are convectively unstable,
the upward motions, focused by the Coriolis force into narrow latitude regimes
effectively funnel energy and momentum into the equatorial region, for
example, which is conducive to the formation of an equatorial jet.
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